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Abstract

Glioblastomas (GBM) are routinely treated with ionizing radiation (IR) but inevitably recur and 

develop therapy resistance. During treatment, the tissue surrounding tumors is also irradiated. IR 

potently induces senescence, and senescent stromal cells can promote the growth of neighboring 

tumor cells by secreting factors that create a senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP). 

Here, we carried out transcriptomic and tumorigenicity analyses in irradiated mouse brains to 

elucidate how radiation-induced senescence of non-neoplastic brain cells promotes tumor growth. 

Following cranial irradiation, widespread senescence in the brain occurred, with the astrocytic 

population being particularly susceptible. Irradiated brains showed an altered transcriptomic 

profile characterized by upregulation of CDKN1A (p21), a key enforcer of senescence, and 

several SASP factors including HGF, the ligand of the receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) Met. 

Pre-irradiation of mouse brains increased Met-driven growth and invasiveness of orthotopically 
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implanted glioma cells. Importantly, irradiated p21−/− mouse brains did not exhibit senescence 

and consequently failed to promote tumor growth. Senescent astrocytes secreted HGF to activate 

Met in glioma cells and promote their migration and invasion in vitro, which could be blocked 

by HGF-neutralizing antibodies or the Met inhibitor crizotinib. Crizotinib also slowed the growth 

of glioma cells implanted in pre-irradiated brains. Treatment with the senolytic drug ABT-263 

(navitoclax) selectively killed senescent astrocytes in vivo, significantly attenuating growth of 

glioma cells implanted in pre-irradiated brains. These results indicate that SASP factors in the 

irradiated tumor microenvironment drive GBM growth via RTK activation, underscoring the 

potential utility of adjuvant senolytic therapy for preventing GBM recurrence after radiotherapy.
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Introduction

Glioblastomas (GBM) are lethal brain tumors that are currently treated with high doses of 

ionizing radiation (IR). However, tumor relapse invariably occurs after radiotherapy, and the 

recurrent tumor is almost always refractory to further treatment (1). The standard-of-care 

for GBM comprises maximal safe resection followed by up to 60 Gy of fractionated IR 

with concurrent and adjuvant temozolomide (TMZ) (2). IR remains the mainstay of GBM 

therapy. Unfortunately, GBMs recur in the majority of patients after a relatively short period 

of time, with median progression-free survival ranging from 5.5 to 13 months (2). Despite 

the initial response of the tumor to IR, recurrence of GBM after radiotherapy is problematic 

as the recurrent tumor is more invasive (3) and therapy resistant (1). Recently published 

guidelines list repeat surgery (Re-S) and repeat radiation therapy (Re-RT) as options to 

treat recurrent GBM, but these and other strategies have limited efficacy (4), and therefore 

approaches to mitigate recurrence are an unmet need in GBM therapy.

Therapeutic strategies to delay tumor recurrence and to effectively treat recurrent tumors 

can only come from a mechanistic understanding of why GBM recurrence occurs after 

radiotherapy. Conventional radiation treatment volumes for GBM include a 2-3 cm margin 

around the tumor, and a majority of recurrences occur at or near this margin (5). Presumably, 

residual GBM cells in the margin evolve under therapeutic pressure resulting in recurrent 

tumors that are more therapy resistant (6). In addition to its effects on tumor cells, the 

high doses of radiation used for GBM therapy may also induce changes in the tumor 

microenvironment to help drive tumor recurrence. We hypothesized that radiotherapy of 

GBM induces senescence of non-neoplastic brain cells in the tumor microenvironment 

which promotes tumor recurrence, and also renders the recurrent tumor refractory to further 

therapy.

Cellular senescence is a state of persistent cell cycle arrest triggered by irreparable DNA 

damage, oxidative stress, telomere shortening, and oncogene activation. Senescence involves 

activation of the p53-p21 or p16Ink4a-Rb tumor suppressor pathways, and prevents the 

further expansion of pre-malignant cells (7). However, recent research has revealed a 
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dangerous, pro-tumorigenic feature of senescence. Senescent cells secrete growth factors, 

interleukins, extracellular matrix (ECM) components, and ECM-modifying metalloproteases 

which together create a tumor-promoting senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) 

(8,9). IR, which is commonly used for cancer therapy, is a potent inducer of senescence 

(8). Importantly, senescence of stromal cells has been shown to promote the growth of 

neighboring tumor cells via the SASP for cancers of the breast, lung, liver, and skin 

(10-19). Interestingly, certain cell types of the brain, especially astrocytes, are prone to 

senescence (20,21), and SASP in the brain contributes to age-related or toxin-induced 

neurodegeneration (22-26). Such pathological effects of the SASP can be countered by 

novel senolytic drugs that selectively induce apoptosis in senescent cells while sparing 

non-senescent cells (27,28). The phenomenon of cellular senescence and SASP has not been 

extensively studied in the brain in the context of their tumor-promoting potential. Here, we 

report that IR-induced senescence of astrocytes in the brain leads to the secretion of SASP 

factors that promote the growth and invasiveness of tumor cells in syngeneic mouse models 

of GBM, and that this can be mitigated with the senolytic drug ABT-263 (navitoclax). Our 

results open up the possibility of using adjuvant senolytic therapy to delay GBM recurrence, 

and to render the recurrent tumor responsive to additional treatment options.

Materials and Methods

Animal studies

C57BL/6J, FVB/NJ, BALB/cJ, and B6.129S6(Cg)-Cdkn1atm1Led/J (p21−/−) (29) mice 

(6-8 weeks in age) were purchased from Jackson Laboratories. FVB/NJ-C57BL/6J mixed 

background mice are maintained in house and have been described before (30). Mice were 

anesthetized using isoflurane and mounted on an acrylic bed equipped with a nose cone in 

prone position. Mice were cranially irradiated AP (anterior-posterior) with an X-ray device 

(X-RAD 320, Precision X-ray; 250 kV, 15 mA, 1.65 mm Al filter, at 5 cm) fitted with a 

specifically designed collimator providing a 10.08 mm-diameter field size iso-dose exposure 

while avoiding radiation exposure to the oropharynx as much as possible. The dose rate 

was 19.468 Gy/min, which was calibrated using a PTW 31010 ionization chamber and 

a PTW UnidosE electrometer (PTW North America Corporation) in accordance with the 

AAPM TG-61 protocol. The radiation dose was limited to 10 Gy as direct tongue irradiation 

with higher doses has been reported to cause oral mucositis in C57BL/6J mice (31). 

Control mice were anesthetized and sham irradiated. Mice were monitored periodically for 

weight loss and other symptoms of mucositis. For intra-cranial stereotactic injections, 2,500 

luciferase-tagged GL261 or CT2A cells (32), or 50,000 NS2262 cells (30) were suspended 

in PBS (2μl) and delivered into the right corpus striatum of the brains of C57BL/6J, 

FVB/NJ-C57BL/6J, or p21−/− mice irradiated 30 days prior, as described previously (33). 

Tumor development was monitored by bioluminescence imaging. For senolytic studies, mice 

were treated with ABT-263 (50 mg/kg; Selleck Chem) in corn oil by daily oral gavage 

for 25 days or with vehicle alone as control, five days after cranial irradiation with 10 

Gy, following which they were injected with GL261 or CT2A cells for tumor studies. For 

Met inhibition studies, 2,500 luciferase-tagged GL261 cells were injected intra-cranially in 

C57BL/6J mice 30 days after cranial irradiation with 10 Gy. Seven days after tumor cell 

implantation, crizotinib (50 mg/kg; Selleck Chem), dissolved in vehicle composed of 60% 
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Lipoid LLC Phosal 50PG (Thermo Fisher, Cat. No. NC0130871), 30% PEG 400 (Thermo 

Fisher) and 10% ethanol, was administered every alternate day by oral gavage for a total of 

10 doses. Mice were sacrificed at the end of the experimental period or when they became 

moribund due to their tumor burden. Mice were perfused with 1X PBS followed by 4% PFA 

(paraformaldehyde; Sigma-Aldrich). Brains were dissected out, post-fixed by immersion 

in 4% PFA, and either embedded in paraffin or processed for cryosectioning. All animal 

studies were performed under protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee of UT Health San Antonio and UT Southwestern Medical Center.

Noninvasive cranial bioluminescence imaging

Bioluminescence images of tumor-bearing mice were obtained using the IVIS Lumina 

System (Xenogen Corp.) coupled to Living Image data acquisition software (Xenogen 

Corp.), as described before (33). During imaging, mice were anaesthetized with isoflurane 

(Baxter International Inc.), and a solution of D-luciferin (180 mg/kg in PBS; Gold 

Biotechnology) was administered subcutaneously in the abdominal region. Images were 

acquired at 10 minutes post-luciferin administration and peak luminescence signals were 

recorded. The BLI signals emanating from the tumors were quantified by measuring photon 

flux within the region of interest (ROI) using the Living Image software package.

Histology and histopathology

Brains were fixed in 4% PFA (Sigma-Aldrich), embedded in paraffin, and sections were 

cut at 5 μm thickness. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E, Vector 

Laboratories), as described previously (30). Slides were digitally scanned using Hamamatsu 

NanoZoomer 2.0-HT. Histopathological analysis was performed on NDP.View2. Invasion 

index was calculated as 1/(4π x area / perimeter2) of the tumor (34). Terminal 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) staining was 

performed on paraffin sections using the TUNEL Assay Kit - HRP-DAB (Abcam, Cat. 

No. 206386), as per manufacturer’s directions. TUNEL labeling was quantified by counting 

the number of TUNEL-positive cells per visual field (40X).

Immunofluorescence staining

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded brain sections were deparaffinized, re-hydrated, and 

stained using standard protocols, as described previously (30). Briefly, antigen retrieval was 

performed at 98°C for 20 min, at 15psi, in 10mM citrate buffer (pH 6) in a commercial 

pressure cooker for all antibodies. Tissue sections were blocked in Goat Serum (Vector 

Laboratories) for 30 minutes in TBS prior to overnight incubation in primary antibody, 

following which sections were incubated with Alexa 488/568- conjugated secondary 

antibodies (Invitrogen) for 1 hour prior to mounting in Vectashield with 4',6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole (DAPI; Vector Laboratories). The following primary antibodies were used: p21 

(Abcam, Cat. No. 1888224), Lamin B1 (Abcam, Cat. No. 16048), pMET Tyr1234/1235 

(Cell Signaling, Cat. No. 3077S), GFAP (Biocare, Cat. No. CP040A). Immunofluorescence 

images were acquired with a Zeiss Axio Imager 2 motorized inverted microscope with an 

Axiocam camera and ZEN imaging software (Carl Zeiss). The percentage of p21+/GFAP+, 

Lamin B1+/GFAP+, or Lamin B1+/DAPI+ cells was calculated by counting the number of 
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GFAP− or DAPI-positive cells that also co-stained with p21 or Lamin B1 per visual field 

(40X).

Senescence-associated β-galactosidase staining

In vitro staining of cells was carried out using the Senescence β-Galactosidase Staining Kit 

(Cell Signaling, Cat. No. 9860) as per the manufacturer’s protocol. For in vivo staining, 

brains were harvested after perfusing mice with PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 

overnight at 4°C and then equilibrated in 30% sucrose for 24 hours at 4 °C. Brains were 

embedded in OCT compound (Fisher), and 5 μm-thick frozen sections were cut. Sections 

were mounted onto a slide and encircled using a hydrophobic pap pen. Slides were stained 

with Senescence β-Galactosidase Staining Kit (Cell Signaling, Cat. No. 9860) overnight 

as per the manufacturer’s protocol. Slides were washed with ddH2O, counterstained with 

DAPI (Thermo-Fisher, Cat. No. D1306), and mounted in a 50% Glycerol solution. Images 

of the primary somatosensory area were captured on BZ-X Series All-in-one Fluorescence 

Microscope. The number of cells positive for senescence-associated β-Galactosidase activity 

per visual field (40X) were counted in triplicate.

Astrocyte isolation and cell culture

Primary mouse astrocytes were isolated from 1-2 days old C57BL/6J pups as per published 

protocols (35). Briefly, brains were dissected out from 4 pups from the same litter 

and pooled for each culture. The brains were mechanically dissociated by pipetting and 

enzymatic digestion in 2.5% trypsin, and then plated in a T75 flask. Media was changed 

after 2 days, and after 7-8 days, and once cells were adherent and confluent, cell debris 

and non-astrocytic cell types were removed by mechanical shaking. The homogeneity of 

the final astrocytic population obtained by this method was verified by immunofluorescent 

staining for the astrocytic marker GFAP (35). Primary astrocytes, and GL261 and CT2A 

cells (32) were cultured in DMEM media supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum 

and penicillin/streptomycin (100 μg/ml) in a humidified 37°C incubator with 5% CO2. 

NS2262 neurosphere cultures were maintained in serum-free DMEM/F-12 1:1 media (Life 

Technologies) supplemented with B27 without Vitamin A (Life Technologies), 10 ng/mL 

EGF (PeproTech), and 10 ng/mL basic FGF (PeproTech), as described earlier (30). All cells 

were mycoplasma free. Early passage cells were used for experiments.

Protein extraction and western blotting

Brains isolated from mock-irradiated or irradiated C57BL/6J mice were homogenized in 

NP-40 lysis buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, and protease and 

phosphatase inhibitor cocktails). Extracts were clarified by centrifugation at 16,000 g at 4 °C 

and the supernatant was collected and processed for western blotting. Cells in culture were 

washed with cold PBS, collected using a cell scraper, and centrifuged at 2000 g for 5 min. 

The pellets were lysed with NP-40 lysis buffer, followed by sonication and centrifugation at 

16,000 g at 4°C. The supernatant was collected, and protein concentration was measured by 

the Bradford assay (Bio-Rad) prior to preparation of samples for SDS-PAGE and western 

blotting. Antibodies used for western blotting are as follows: HGF (Abcam, Cat. No. 83760), 

p21 (Abcam, Cat. No. 1888224), β-Actin (Santa Cruz, Cat. No. 47778), Lamin B1 (Abcam, 

Cat. No. 16048), phospho-Met Tyr1234/1235 (Cell Signaling, Cat. No. 3077S), Met (Cell 
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Signaling, Cat. No. 8198), GAPDH (Cell Signaling, Cat. No. 5174), and HRP-conjugated 

secondary antibodies (Bio-Rad).

Migration assay

Primary mouse astrocytes were seeded into 48 well plates (Thermo Fisher) at 50,000 cells 

per well and allowed to recover for 24 hours. The astrocytes were then irradiated with 10 

Gy of X-rays. After 10 days incubation, 10,000 GL261 or CT2A cells were seeded in cell 

culture inserts (Thermo Fisher) with 8 μm pore size, and the inserts were placed in wells 

with mock-irradiated or irradiated astrocytes. Cells were allowed to incubate for 24 hours. 

The cell culture inserts were removed, and the upper surface cleansed with a cotton swab. 

Inserts were washed in PBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes, and stained 

with Alexa Fluor 488 Phalloidin (Thermo Fisher, Cat. No. A12379) in PBS overnight. 

Cell culture insert membranes were removed per manufacturer’s directions and mounted 

onto glass slides, counterstained with DAPI, and immunofluorescence images of the lower 

surface were acquired with a Zeiss Axio Imager 2 motorized inverted microscope with an 

Axiocam camera and ZEN imaging software (Carl Zeiss). The number of cells per visual 

field (40X) was quantified and normalized to the control to obtain relative cell migration. 

Crizotinib (Millipore-Sigma, Cat. No. PZ0191, 500 nM) or anti-mouse HGF antibody (R&D 

Systems, Cat. No. AF2207, 1μg/ml) were administered at the same time as when glioma 

cells were seeded. All experiments were performed in triplicate.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

Primary mouse astrocytes were seeded in T25s and either mock-irradiated or irradiated with 

10 Gy of X-rays. Ten days after irradiation, conditioned media was collected from the cells 

and the levels of HGF measured using a mouse HGF DuoSet ELISA kit (R&D System, 

Cat no. DY2207), in accordance with the manufacturer's protocol. Assay plates were read at 

450 nm with an Epoch microplate spectrophotometer (BioTek Instruments). Concentrations 

of the unknown samples were then calculated from the standard curve using slope and the 

intercept from the absorbance output.

RNA-Seq of brain tissues

Mice were perfused with PBS and brains were dissected out. Total RNA was extracted 

from dissected whole brains using TRIzol (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's 

instructions. RNA quantity was then determined using a Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher), 

and RNA quality was analyzed with an RNA tape on the 4200 TapeStation (Agilent). TruSeq 

Stranded Total RNA Ribo-Zero kit (Illumina) was used to prepare sequencing libraries 

from 2 μg total RNA. Sequencing was performed on the NextSeq500 using 75 nucleotide 

single end SBS chemistry, with ~30-40 Million reads for each sample. Sequence reads 

were aligned to the mouse transcriptome using TopHat (36). The alignment was processed 

further using the Cufflinks package to quantify transcript levels and to identify differentially 

expressed genes (37). For visualization of Cufflinks analyses we used the CummeRbund 

package. The following cutoffs were used to select differentially expressed genes of interest: 

a minimum FPKM of >=1 and <= 5% FDR.
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Quantitative reverse transcription PCR

Total RNA was extracted from cells in culture and purified using TRIzol (Invitrogen), 

according to the manufacturer's instructions. cDNA synthesis was performed using 

SuperScript™ III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen) following manufacturer's 

instructions. Quantitative PCR was performed to analyze gene expression using SYBR 

Green PCR master mix on Bio-Rad CFX96 with CFX Maestro Analysis Software (see 

Supplemental Table for primer sequences). All samples were amplified in triplicate. 

Measurements were standardized to GAPDH housekeeping gene. Expression data is 

presented as fold change using delta-delta Ct to measure statistical significance in the 

observed changes.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed by using two-tailed Student’s t-test or One Way 

Anova (for multiple comparisons) with GraphPad Prism (GraphPad 7 Software). Error bars 

represent S.D. when multiple visual fields were averaged to produce a single value for each 

animal which was then averaged again to represent the mean bar for the group in each graph. 

Error bars for IVIS imaging represent S.E.M when individual signal intensities (photons 

per sec) were averaged for each cohort. Statistical significance was defined as P < 0.05. 

Kaplan-Meier functions were used to illustrate survival profiles using Mantel-Cox test.

Data availability

Raw and processed RNA-seq data generated in this study are available at Gene Expression 

Omnibus under accession GSE184451.

Results

Pre-irradiation of the brain promotes GBM growth and aggressiveness.

In order to understand whether irradiation of non-neoplastic brain cells promotes GBM 

growth, we utilized a syngeneic mouse glioma model that constituted immunocompetent 

C57BL/6J mice implanted with luciferase-tagged GL261 mouse glioma cells (32). 

C57BL/6J mice were first mock-irradiated or cranially irradiated with a single dose of 10 

Gy of X-rays. After 30 days, the mice were intra-cranially implanted with a limiting number 

(2,500) of GL261 cells, and tumor growth was monitored over a 30-day period (Fig. 1A). 

Irradiation of mouse brains prior to tumor cell implantation resulted in a striking increase 

in tumor growth rates as determined by recording and plotting BLI radiance over time (Fig. 

1B,C). At 30 days post-implantation, the mice were sacrificed, and their brains harvested 

and sectioned for histopathological analyses. Pre-irradiated mouse brains harbored tumors 

that were larger compared to those in mock-irradiated brains, in concordance with the 

BLI data (Fig. 1D). Importantly, tumors growing in pre-irradiated brains were significantly 

more infiltrative, as quantified by measuring the tortuosity of the tumor border (34) (Fig. 

1D,E). In order to understand how the observed differences in tumor growth and pathology 

affected long-term survival of tumor-bearing mice, we repeated the study and monitored 

mice until they became moribund. As is evident from the Kaplan-Meier plots, pre-irradiation 

of mouse brains significantly shortened the time to death after tumor cell implantation (Fig. 
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1F). In order to confirm that these results were not unique to the GL261 line, we repeated 

these experiments with a different syngeneic mouse glioma line - CT2A (32). We found 

that pre-irradiation of mouse brains resulted in a striking increase in CT2A tumor growth 

and invasiveness, similar to that observed with the GL261 cells (Supplemental Fig. 1A-C). 

Accordingly, pre-irradiated mice bearing CT2A tumors exhibited poorer survival compared 

to mock-irradiated mice (Supplemental Fig. 1D). As both GL261 and CT2A cells have the 

same genetic background (32), we wanted to validate our results using glioma cells with a 

different genetic background. We utilized a neurosphere line (NS2262), previously generated 

by us from a glioma arising in a mouse with a mixed FVB/NJ-C57BL/6J background 

(30). We found that pre-irradiation of the brains of FVB/NJ-C57BL/6J mice resulted in 

augmented growth of NS2262 cells implanted at 30 days post-IR, along with decreased 

survival of pre-irradiated tumor-bearing mice (Supplemental Fig. 1E,F). Taken together, 

these results indicate that IR engenders a pro-tumorigenic environment in the brain making 

it conducive to glioma growth, and promotes tumor invasiveness with a corresponding 

decrease in survival of tumor-bearing mice.

Ionizing radiation triggers senescence of astrocytes and induces the SASP in the brain.

We hypothesized that IR-induced senescence of non-neoplastic brain cells and the resulting 

SASP might drive the aggressive growth of glioma cells that we observed in pre-irradiated 

brains. A bona fide marker of senescence is the expression of senescence-associated 

β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal) activity (38). To determine whether IR induced a senescent 

phenotype in the brain, we carried out SA-β-gal staining of the brains of C57BL/6J mice 

that were mock irradiated or irradiated with 10 Gy of IR, and then allowed to recover 

for 30 days (Fig. 2A). We found significantly elevated SA-β-gal activity in the brains of 

irradiated mice (Fig. 2B,C). Astrocytes are one of the most abundant cell types in the brain 

(39), and have been shown in previous studies to be prone to senescence in response to IR 

or environmental toxins (20-23,26). We therefore co-stained mock-irradiated and irradiated 

brain sections for the astrocytic marker glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) (40) and for 

two independent markers of senescence – increased expression of p21 (38) and loss of 

nuclear Lamin B1(41). Immunofluorescent co-staining showed that GFAP-positive cells 

co-stained with p21 in irradiated brains but not in mock-irradiated brains (Fig 2D,E). In 

concordance with the p21 results, GFAP-positive cells showed loss of nuclear Lamin B1 in 

irradiated but not in mock-irradiated brains (Fig. 2F,G). In order to confirm that IR-induced 

senescence was not unique to the C57BL/6J strain, we cranially irradiated mice with two 

different genetic backgrounds (BALB/cJ and FVB/NJ), and assessed nuclear Lamin B1 

levels after 30 days; we found evidence of loss of Lamin B1 in these additional strains of 

mice (Supplemental Fig. 2A,B).

To determine whether IR induced the SASP in the brain, we carried out RNA-Seq analyses 

of RNA extracted from brain tissues of mice that were mock-irradiated or irradiated with 

10 Gy of X-rays, at 30 days post-irradiation (Fig. 2H). The RNA-Seq data revealed an 

increase in the expression of a number of genes associated with the SASP (9,42,43) 

(Supplemental Fig. 2C). In light of our observations of senescent astrocytes in the irradiated 

brain (Fig. 2D-G), we wanted to evaluate if the astrocytic population contributed to the 

observed upregulation of SASP factors. We isolated primary astrocytes from C57BL6/J 
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pups, then mock-irradiated or irradiated these astrocytes with 10 Gy of X-rays, and 

assessed senescence after 10 days by SA-β-gal staining. We found that irradiated astrocytes 

showed significant levels of SA-β-gal-positivity, confirming our in vivo observations of 

radiation-induced senescence of astrocytes in the mouse brain (Fig. 2I,J). Next, we isolated 

mRNA from mock-irradiated or irradiated astrocytes and used qRT-PCR to validate the 

top 14 SASP-related genes whose expression was significantly increased in the irradiated 

brain (Supplemental Fig. 2D). We found enhanced expression of 13 of these genes in the 

senescent astrocytes (Fig. 2K). To assess the relevance of these genes to GBM development, 

we queried the TCGA database using cBioportal (44,45). Among these 13 genes, HGF 
was most commonly altered in GBM (Supplemental Fig. 2E). We next irradiated or mock-

irradiated mouse brains with 10 Gy of IR and assessed HGF levels by western blotting at 30 

days post-IR. We observed increased expression of HGF, as well as of p21, in the irradiated 

brain extracts, confirming results obtained by RNA-seq and qRT-PCR (Supplemental Fig. 

2F-H). Taken together, these results indicate that IR triggers senescence in the brain and 

that senescent astrocytes contribute to the upregulation of SASP factors, notably HGF, in the 

irradiated brain.

Senescence and tumor promotion caused by ionizing radiation are p21-dependent.

The cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitor p21 is a key enforcer of senescence in 

response to DNA damage (7). In light of the increased p21 expression in the irradiated 

brains (Fig. 2D,E; Supplemental Fig. 2F,H), we wanted to determine if senescence induced 

by IR was p21 dependent. To this end, we cranially irradiated p21+/+ and p21−/− mice 

(C57BL/6J background) (29) with 10 Gy of X-rays and assayed for senescence markers 

after 30 days. Unlike p21+/+ brains, p21−/− brains did not exhibit a significant increase 

in SA-β-gal activity (Fig. 3A,B) or decrease in nuclear Lamin B1 (Fig. 3C,D) after 

irradiation, indicating that IR-induced senescence is dependent on p21. Correspondingly, 

p21−/− astrocytes irradiated in vitro did not show a significant increase in HGF expression 

compared to their wild type counterparts (Supplemental Fig. 3A). Next, we cranially 

irradiated p21+/+ and p21−/− mice, and implanted GL261 cells after 30 days. Interestingly, 

pre-irradiation of the p21−/− mice did not affect tumor growth as assessed by BLI imaging 

in contrast to the accelerated tumor growth seen in pre-irradiated p21+/+ mice (Fig. 3E,F). 

We repeated this experiment with the CT2A glioma line, and found that pre-irradiation of 

p21−/− mice resulted in a much smaller increase in tumor growth compared to that seen in 

p21+/+ mice (Supplemental Fig. 3B). These results indicate that the accelerated brain tumor 

growth seen in pre-irradiated mouse brains is driven by p21-dependent senescence of cells in 

the tumor microenvironment.

Irradiated astrocytes promote migration of GBM cells in vitro via HGF secretion.

The SASP factor HGF (46) activates the MET receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) which 

promotes the invasion of cancer cells and maintains a cancer stem cell (CSC) phenotype 

in GBM (47). The increased expression of HGF in senescent brains piqued our interest 

not only because the tumors growing in pre-irradiated brains were more invasive (Fig. 

1D,E; Supplemental Fig. 1B,C), but also because we had previously observed that Met 

amplification was the most common genetic alteration in radiation-induced gliomas in 

mouse models (30,48). We therefore wondered whether secretion of HGF by senescent 
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astrocytes might activate MET in the tumor cells resulting in increased tumor growth and 

invasiveness. Upon immunofluorescence staining of GL261 tumor sections, we found that 

tumors in pre-irradiated brains stained intensely for phospho-Met (Tyr1234/1235), indicating 

robust Met activation, in contrast to tumors in mock-irradiated brains (Fig. 4A). To better 

understand the effect of senescent astrocytes on the behavior of glioma cells, we isolated 

primary astrocytes from C57BL6/J pups and mock-irradiated or irradiated them with 10 

Gy to induce senescence. Induction of senescence at 10 days post-IR was confirmed by 

western blotting of astrocyte extracts for Lamin B1(Supplemental Fig. 4A). Next, we 

treated GL261 or CT2A cells with conditioned media from the senescent astrocytes. We 

saw activation of the Met RTK in the recipient cells as evaluated by western blotting 

for phospho-Met (Tyr1234/1235) indicating that the senescent astrocytes release the Met 

ligand – HGF – into the media (Supplemental Fig. 4B). The release of HGF by senescent 

astrocytes was confirmed by ELISA of conditioned media from astrocytes at 10 days 

post-IR (Supplemental Fig. 4C). Next, we used the Boyden Chamber assay to evaluate 

the effect of senescent astrocytes on the migration of glioma cells. We found that irradiated 

primary astrocytes (at day 10 post-IR) significantly promoted the migration of GL261 

cells across the transwell membrane while mock-irradiated astroctyes had no such effect 

(Fig. 4B,C). Senescent astrocytes similarly promoted the migration of CT2A cells in a 

trans-well assay (Supplemental Fig. 4D,E). Senescent astrocytes also promoted the invasion 

of GL261 cells through Matrigel in a trans-well assay (Supplemental Fig. 4F,G). In light 

of these observations, we wanted to determine whether blocking the HGF-MET axis 

might attenuate migration of glioma cells driven by senescent astrocytes. We repeated the 

Boyden Chamber assay after adding either control IgG or HGF-neutralizing antibody to the 

culture medium. The addition of HGF-neutralizing antibody attenuated migration though the 

transwell membrane (Fig. 4D,E). Similarly, addition of the MET inhibitor crizotinib (49) 

to the GL261 culture medium lead to a decrease in cell migration (Fig. 4F,G). Next, we 

implanted GL261 cells in C57BL/6J mice 30 days after cranial irradiation with 10 Gy of 

X-rays. Seven days after tumor cell implantation, the mice were treated with 10 doses of 

crizotinib (50 mg/kg) given every other day or with vehicle alone as control. Treatment 

with crizotinib resulted in a modest attenuation of tumor growth and increased survival 

of tumor-bearing mice, indicating that MET activation contributes to the enhanced tumor 

growth seen in pre-irradiated mouse brains (Supplemental Fig. 4H,I). Finally, we wanted 

to validate the tumor-promoting effects of senescent astrocytes in an in vivo setting. We 

mixed mock-irradiated or irradiated (senescent) astrocytes with GL261 cells (5:1 ratio), 

and implanted the cells intra-cranially in C57BL/6J mice. Upon monitoring tumor growth 

by BLI imaging, we observed faster tumor growth when the GL261 cells were implanted 

together with senescent astrocytes relative to implantation with mock-irradiated astrocytes 

(Supplemental Fig. 4J). Taken together, these results indicate that the secretion of HGF by 

senescent astrocytes and consequent activation of Met promotes the migration and growth of 

glioma cells both in vitro and in vivo.

ABT-263 eliminates senescent cells in vivo resulting in delayed tumor growth in pre-
irradiated brains.

In order to conclusively prove that senescence in the irradiated brain drives tumor growth, 

we sought to pharmacologically eliminate senescent cells prior to implantation of tumor 
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cells. A number of senolytic drugs are currently under investigation for their ability to 

specifically kill senescent cells without affecting proliferating and quiescent cells (27,28). 

However, in the context of the brain, a key clinical issue is a drug’s ability to cross the 

blood-brain-barrier. We chose the senolytic compound ABT-263 (navitoclax) as it has been 

previously shown to clear senescent astrocytes in a mouse model Alzheimer’s disease 

(26), and has been shown to cross the blood-brain-barrier in other studies (21,50). We 

irradiated C57BL6/J mice with 10 Gy of X-rays and allowed them to recover for 5 days. 

Then, mice were treated with either corn oil (hereafter designated as vehicle) or with 50 

mg/kg ABT-263 in corn oil given daily for 25 days (Fig. 5A). We assessed irradiated 

brains after the treatment period by SA-β-gal staining. There were significantly fewer 

senescent cells in the brains of mice treated with ABT-263 compared to vehicle alone (Fig. 

5B,C). We also observed a concomitant increase in TUNEL positivity in the mouse brains 

indicating clearance of senescent cells via induction of apoptosis (Fig. 5D,E). Given the 

observed elimination of senescent cells, we wanted to determine if we could use ABT-263 to 

ameliorate the pro-tumorigenic effects of IR on the brain. We therefore irradiated C57BL6/J 

mice with 10 Gy of X-rays, and allowed them to recover for 5 days before treating 

them with either vehicle or ABT-263 for 25 days. The mice were then intra-cranially 

injected with GL261 cells and monitored for tumor growth and survival. Tumor growth was 

significantly delayed (Fig. 5F), and survival was prolonged (Fig. 5G) in ABT-263-treated 

mice, confirming the critical role of senescent astrocytes in supporting glioma growth. 

Similar results were obtained with irradiated mice implanted with CT2A cells, with mice 

pre-treated with ABT-263 showing slower tumor growth and improved survival compared 

to vehicle-treated mice (Supplemental Fig. 5A,B). Interestingly, histopathological analyses 

revealed a remarkable increase in tumor necrosis in the ABT-263-treated mice as compared 

to the vehicle-treated mice (Fig. 5H) along with increased apoptosis (TUNEL positivity) in 

the non-necrotic areas of the tumor (Fig. 5I,J), though tumor invasiveness was not reduced 

significantly (Supplemental Fig. 5C). Taken together, these data indicate that elimination of 

senescent cells in the irradiated brain results in attenuated tumor growth and increased tumor 

cell death resulting in improved survival of ABT-263-treated mice.

Discussion

IR, in combination with TMZ, is the most effective therapeutic modality for the treatment 

of GBM, and will likely remain part of the standard-of-care for the foreseeable future. 

However, the inevitable recurrence of GBM after radiotherapy presents a unique problem 

as the recurrent tumor is usually very resistant to further therapeutic interventions (1). In 

order to delay tumor recurrence or to treat the recurrent tumor, it would be important to 

understand not only how radiation alters the tumor cell, but also its effects on the tumor 

microenvironment. A previous study had shown that radiotherapy of human brain tumors 

results in senescence in the non-tumor regions of the brain (20). This is not surprising as 

these tumors are treated with up to 60 Gy of IR, and the treatment volume includes a 2-3 

cm margin of normal brain tissue surrounding the tumor (5). We therefore asked whether 

radiation-induced senescence in the GBM microenvironment might actually drive tumor 

recurrence via development of the SASP (8,9).
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We found that IR triggered widespread senescence in the mouse brain, as verified by 

a number of markers including SA-β-gal- and p21-positivity, loss of nuclear Lamin B1, 

and upregulation of bona fide SASP genes (9,42). By co-immunostaining mouse brain 

sections for GFAP and senescence markers, we found that astrocytes in the mouse brain 

were particularly prone to senescence. This is congruent with previous studies showing 

that astrocytes comprised the bulk of senescent cells in irradiated human and mouse brains 

(20,21) and in the brains of patients with Alzheimer’s disease (23). Our results are also 

in concord with other studies showing that astrocytic senescence contributes to radiation-, 

neurotoxin- or tau-induced neurodegeneration (20-23,26). While astrocytes are the most 

abundant cell type in the brain (39), microglia and endothelial cells have also been reported 

to undergo senescence in irradiated human brains albeit to a lesser extent than astrocytes 

(20), and the extent to which these cell types contribute to the SASP certainly warrants 

further investigation.

Interestingly, we found that senescent astrocytes in the irradiated mouse brain promoted 

the growth of murine glioma cells implanted 30 days after irradiation, resulting in tumors 

that were more invasive and lethal compared to those growing in mock-irradiated brains. 

These findings were supported by additional experiments showing that co-implantation 

of senescent astrocytes with glioma cells in mouse brains significantly promoted tumor 

growth. These findings are consistent with prior observations of aggressive growth of human 

glioma cells in cranially-irradiated nude mice (51). A number of studies have shown that 

senescence of stromal cells promotes the growth of neighboring tumor cells for a number 

of cancers via multiple mechanisms, including a) establishment of an immunosuppressive 

microenvironment (17), b) secretion of MMPs that alter the tumor microenvironment 

(12-14), c) secretion of ECM components (16), d) increased tumor vascularization via 

secretion of vascular endothelial growth factor (11), and e) direct mitogenic action on tumor 

cells via secretion of interleukins and growth factors like HGF (13,18,19). These studies led 

Judith Campisi and co-workers to propose that therapy-induced senescence (TIS) of stromal 

cells could promote cancer relapse, illustrating this concept in a mouse model of breast 

cancer treated with doxorubicin (8,10). Our study in mouse models of GBM shows that the 

concept of TIS-driven tumor recurrence is applicable to radiotherapy of brain tumors and 

perhaps other cancers that are treated with radiation.

The effect of senescent stromal cells on tumor growth has been attributed to the SASP, 

the exact composition of which appears to be dynamic and dependent upon the cell type, 

the senescence-triggering stimulus, and time elapsed after induction of senescence (7). 

Regardless of these dynamics, the tumor promoting effects of the SASP have been broadly 

attributed to growth factors, interleukins, MMPs, and ECM components (8,9). Our analyses 

of senescent mouse brains and senescent astrocyte cultures showed upregulation of a number 

of genes with well-understood tumor promoting effects, many of which code for bona 

fide SASP factors. Of these genes, we chose to focus on HGF because the tumors in pre-

irradiated (senescent) brains exhibited increased tumor growth and invasiveness, phenotypes 

associated with activation of the HGF receptor Met (47,49). Moreover, of the top 13 SASP-

related genes that we found to be significantly upregulated in both irradiated mouse brains 

and senescent astrocytes, HGF was the one seen to be most commonly altered in GBM 

upon querying the TCGA database. Indeed, HGF/MET are reported to be highly expressed 
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in GBM with their expression directly correlating with tumor grade (52). Furthermore, we 

had shown previously that Met is frequently amplified in radiation-induced GBMs in mouse 

models, indicating that secretion of HGF by senescent astrocytes might favor the selection 

of incipient GBM cells with Met amplification (30,48). The increased expression of HGF in 

irradiated brains, overexpression of HGF/MET in high grade gliomas, and Met amplification 

in radiation-induced GBM all indicate a critical role for HGF in radiation-driven GBM 

growth. In support of such a role for HGF in promoting GBM recurrence and invasiveness 

after radiation, we found that secretion of HGF by senescent astrocytes resulted in Met 

activation in tumor cells and promoted tumor cell migration and invasion in vitro, and 

that this could be blocked by HGF-neutralizing antibodies or the Met inhibitor crizotinib. 

Interestingly, paracrine secretion of HGF by cells of the tumor-reactive stroma has been 

shown to confer therapy resistance to tumor cells via MET activation in several cancer 

contexts (53,54), and promotion of tumor growth by senescent stromal fibroblasts has been 

attributed to HGF secretion in studies involving prostate and breast cancer cells (13,18). 

These studies clearly indicate that stromal cells secreting HGF can promote tumor growth, 

invasion and therapy resistance via MET activation, a situation analogous to HGF secretion 

by irradiated astrocytes in the context of brain tumors.

It is important to stress here that the secretion of HGF by senescent astrocytes would 

be only one mechanism of tumor promotion, and that other SASP factors must also 

drive tumor recurrence, invasion, and therapeutic resistance via alternate mechanisms. 

Hence, a therapeutic strategy involving only one such SASP-related pathway would, at 

best, be partially successful, as illustrated by the modest effects of the Met inhibitor 

crizotinib in our study. Instead, strategies involving the elimination of senescent cells 

from the tumor microenvironment might achieve higher therapeutic efficacy. The selective 

elimination of senescent cells has been made possible by intense research in this area 

over the last decade, leading to the discovery and validation of “senolytic” drugs and 

their testing in multiple ongoing clinical trials (27,28). Since senescent cells are highly 

resistant to apoptosis, targeting pro-survival pathways in these cells is currently the most 

common senolytic strategy. These approaches include targeting anti-apoptotic proteins, 

the effectiveness of which is illustrated by ABT-263 (navitoclax), a selective inhibitor of 

BCL-2 family members. ABT-263 can selectively induce apoptosis in a variety of cells 

undergoing senescence in response to IR, oncogene activation or replicative exhaustion (55). 

ABT-263 can also deplete senescent cells in vivo, rejuvenating the hematopoietic system in 

whole body irradiated mice (56), preventing age-related bone loss in mice (57), mitigating 

IR-induced pulmonary fibrosis (58), and attenuating bleomycin-induced dermal fibrosis 

(59). Though ABT-263 shows platelet toxicity, this can be ameliorated by appropriate dosing 

schedules and by the use of PROTAC technology (60). In this study, we chose to use 

ABT-263 as a tool to eliminate senescent cells in the irradiated mouse brain as it has been 

shown to cross the blood-brain-barrier and clear senescent astrocytes in vivo in multiple 

studies (21,26,50). We found that ABT-263, administered over 25 daily cycles after cranial 

irradiation, could eliminate senescent cells in the brain by triggering apoptosis in these 

cells. Clearance of senescent cells resulted in slower growth of glioma cells implanted 

after ABT-263 treatment and improved survival of tumor bearing mice. With improved 
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senotherapeutics in the pipeline, these results could inform future studies for the evaluation 

of senolytics as an adjuvant in GBM therapy.

It has been proposed that senolytics would be most effective if deployed as part of a 

two-step anticancer regimen – chemotherapy to induce senescence in tumor cells followed 

by senotherapy to eliminate senescent tumor cells (61). Such a “one-two punch” – 

radiation/TMZ followed by adjuvant senolytic therapy – could be beneficial for GBM 

treatment for more than one reason. While we find that radiation induces senescence 

in non-neoplastic brain cells, other studies have shown that both IR and TMZ induce 

senescence in GBM cells (62,63). Thus, adjuvant senolytic therapy would not only eliminate 

tumor-promoting senescent astrocytes in the microenvironment, but would also eliminate 

the fraction of GBM cells that have undergone senescence after radio-chemotherapy. The 

latter might be critically important because senescent tumor cells that eventually escape 

senescence acquire cancer stem cell properties and contribute aggressively to tumor relapse 

(64). It is important to point out here that while our study was focused on the induction of 

stromal senescence by IR, future studies are needed to understand the senescence-promoting 

effects of TMZ (alone or in combination with IR). Also, while the results from this 

study illustrate how senescent astrocytes in the tumor microenvironment influence GBM 

aggressiveness, future studies in pre-clinical models will be necessary to determine whether 

adjuvant senolytic therapy could be translated to the clinic to delay GBM recurrence and 

to render the recurrent tumor more responsive to further therapeutic interventions. An 

added benefit of senolytic therapy could be amelioration of neurodegeneration and cognitive 

deficits arising as a consequence of radiotherapy in brain tumor patients (65). Indeed, 

navitoclax was recently shown to ameliorate the loss of neurovascular coupling leading 

to cognitive preservation in a murine model of brain radiation (21). In sum, these results 

demonstrate that radiation-induced senescence in the tumor microenvironment drives GBM 

growth, and lay the foundation for future studies analyzing the utility of senolytics to prevent 

GBM recurrence after radiotherapy.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Statement of Significance

This study uncovers mechanisms by which radiation can promote GBM recurrence by 

inducing senescence in non-neoplastic brain cells, suggesting that senolytic therapy can 

blunt recurrent GBM growth and aggressiveness.
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Figure 1. Irradiation of the brain promotes GBM growth and aggressiveness.
A, Schematic of experimental design. B, C57BL/6J mice were mock irradiated (Mock-IR) 

or cranially irradiated (IR) with 10 Gy of X-rays (6 mice per cohort). After 30 days, mice 

were intra-cranially implanted with 2,500 GL261 cells expressing firefly luciferase. Tumor 

growth was monitored by BLI imaging over a 30-day period. BLI images show tumor 

progression in a representative mouse for each cohort. C, Plot represents average signal 

intensity (photons per second) for each cohort versus time post-injection. Note marked 

increase in the rate of tumor growth (red line) in pre-irradiated mouse brains (P=0.0278, 

error bars S.E.M). D, H&E-stained sections of mock-irradiated or irradiated mouse brains 

bearing GL261 tumors. High magnifications show representative areas spanning the tumor 

borders. Note marked increase in tumor size and infiltration in the pre-irradiated mouse 
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brain. Scale bar=100 μm. E, Plot depicts average Invasion Index for mock-irradiated or 

irradiated cohorts (P= 0.0002, error bars S.D). F, Kaplan-Meier curves show survival of 

mock-irradiated or pre-irradiated mice implanted with GL261 cells and then monitored over 

a 60-day period (n=6 per cohort, P=0.0086).
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Figure 2. Ionizing radiation triggers senescence and the SASP in the brain.
A, Schematic of experimental design. B, Mice were mock-irradiated or irradiated with 10 

Gy of X-rays and then allowed to recover for 30 days (3 mice per cohort). Senescence 

was measured at 30 days post-irradiation by staining brain sections for SA-β-Gal activity. 

Representative Images of SA-β-Gal and DAPI (blue) staining of the cortex of brains of 

mock-irradiated and irradiated mice are shown. Scale bar=100 μm. C, Plot shows numbers 

of SA-β-Gal cells per 40X microscopic field in brains of mock-irradiated and irradiated 

mice (n=3 for each cohort, P=0.0372, error bars S.D). D, Images show immunofluorescence 

staining of the cortex of mock-irradiated and irradiated brains for GFAP (green), p21 

(red) and DAPI (blue). Scale bar=50 μm. E, Plot shows the percentage of GFAP-positive 

cells that stain positive for p21 in mock-irradiated and irradiated brains (n=3 per cohort, 
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P=0.0058, error bars S.D). F, Images show immunofluorescence staining of the cortex of 

mock-irradiated and irradiated brains for GFAP (green), Lamin B1 (red) and DAPI (blue). 

Scale bar=50 μm. G, Plot shows the percentage of GFAP-positive cells that stain positive 

for Lamin B1 in mock-irradiated and irradiated brains (n=3 per cohort, P <0.0001, error 

bars S.D). Note that irradiated brains exhibit positivity for multiple markers of senescence. 

H, Heatmap of differentially expressed genes in brain tissues from mice that were mock-

irradiated or irradiated with 10 Gy of X-rays and then allowed to recover for 30 days (3 

mice per cohort). I, Representative image of SA-β-Gal staining of primary mouse astrocytes 

mock-irradiated or irradiated with 10 Gy of X-rays and then allowed to recover for 10 days. 

Scale bar=100 μm. J, Plot shows number of SA-β-Gal-positive cells per 40X microscopic 

field (n=3, P<0.0001, error bars S.D). K, Plot shows relative expression of SASP-related 

genes in mock-irradiated versus irradiated astrocytes as quantified by qRT-PCR. (n=3; *, P ≤ 

0.05; **, P ≤ 0.01; ***, P ≤ 0.001 ****, P ≤ 0.0001; error bars S.D).
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Figure 3. Senescence induction and tumor promotion by ionizing radiation are p21-dependent.
A, p21+/+ or p21−/− mice were mock-irradiated or irradiated with 10 Gy of X-rays and 

then allowed to recover for 30 days (6 mice per cohort). Senescence was measured at 30 

days post-IR by staining brain sections for SA-β-Gal activity. Representative Images of 

SA-β-Gal and DAPI (blue) staining of the cortex of brains of mock-irradiated and irradiated 

mice are shown. Scale bar=100 μm. B, Plot shows numbers of SA-β-Gal cells per 40X 

microscopic field in brains of mock-irradiated and irradiated mice (n=6 for each cohort, 

P=0.3371, error bars S.D). C, Images show immunofluorescence staining of the cortex of 

mock-irradiated and irradiated p21−/− brains for GFAP (green), Lamin B1 (red) and DAPI 

(blue). Scale bar=50 μm. D, Plot shows the percentage of GFAP-positive cells that stain 

positive for Lamin B1 in mock-irradiated and irradiated brains (n=3 per cohort, P= 0.6117, 
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error bars S.D). Note that irradiated p21−/− brains do not stain for senescence markers. E, 
p21+/+ or p21−/− mice were mock irradiated or cranially irradiated with 10 Gy of X-rays (6 

mice per cohort). After 30 days, mice were intra-cranially implanted with 2,500 GL261 cells 

expressing firefly luciferase. Tumor growth was monitored by BLI imaging. Plot represents 

average signal intensity (photons per second) for each cohort versus time post-injection. 

Note promotion of tumor growth in irradiated p21+/+ mice but not in p21−/− mice (p21−/− 

IR vs p21+/+ IR P= 0.0082, p21−/− Mock vs p21−/− IR P=0.6448, error bars S.E.M). F, 
H&E-stained sections of mock-irradiated or irradiated p21+/+ and p21−/− mouse brains 

bearing GL261 tumors.
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Figure 4. Senescent astrocytes promote migration of GBM cells in vitro.
A, GL261 tumors growing in mock-irradiated or pre-irradiated (10 Gy, 30 days) brains were 

sectioned and stained for phospho-Met (Y1234/1235; red) and DAPI (blue). Representative 

images are shown (n=3 per cohort). Note robust Met activation in tumor growing in pre-

irradiated brain. Scale bar=50 μm. B, Schematic of Boyden Chamber Assay with GL261 

cells in the top chamber and mock-irradiated or irradiated (10 Gy, 10 days) primary mouse 

astrocytes in the bottom chamber. Representative images of GL261 cells on the bottom 

surface of the trans-well membrane (indicated by *) stained with Alexa Fluor 488 Phalloidin 

(green). Scale bar=100 μm. C, Plot shows percentage of cells per 40X microscopic field 

migrating towards the bottom chamber relative to migration towards media alone (n=3, 

P<0.0001, error bars S.D). Control represents assay with only cell culture media in the 
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bottom chamber (no astrocytes). D, Representative fluorescence images of GL261 cells 

treated with either IgG or α-HGF antibody in a Boyden Chamber migration assay with 

mock-irradiated or irradiated primary astrocytes in the bottom chamber. Scale bar=100 μM. 

E, Plot shows percentage of cells per 40X microscopic field migrating towards the bottom 

chamber relative to migration towards IgG-treated mock-irradiated astrocytes (n=3, IR/IgG 

vs IR/αHGF P<0.0001, error bars S.D). F, Representative fluorescence images of GL261 

cells treated with either DMSO or Crizotnib in a Boyden Chamber migration assay with 

mock-irradiated or irradiated primary astrocytes in the bottom chamber. Scale bar=100 μm. 

G, Plot shows percentage of cells per 40X microscopic field migrating towards the bottom 

chamber relative to migration towards DMSO-treated mock-irradiated astrocytes (n=3, IR/

DMSO vs IR/Crizotinib P=0.0047, error bars S.D).
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Figure 5. ABT-263 eliminates senescent cells in vivo and attenuates GBM growth.
A, Schematic of experimental design. B, C57BL/6J mice were cranially irradiated with 10 

Gy of X-rays (3 mice per cohort). After 5 days, mice were treated with either vehicle or 

ABT-263 (50 mg/kg) daily for 25 days. Senescence was measured at 30 days post-IR by 

staining brain sections for SA-β-Gal activity. Representative Images of SA-β-Gal staining 

of the cortex of brains of cranially irradiated mice treated with vehicle or ABT-263 are 

shown. Scale bar=100 μm. C, Plot shows numbers of SA-β-Gal cells per 40X microscopic 

field in brains of vehicle or ABT-263 treated mice (n=3 for each cohort, P= 0.0072, error 

bars S.D). D, Representative Images of TUNEL staining of the cortex of brains of cranially 

irradiated mice treated with vehicle or ABT-263 are shown. Scale bar=100 μm. E, Plot 

shows number of TUNEL-positive cells per 40X microscopic field in brains of vehicle- or 
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ABT-263-treated mice (n=3 for each cohort, P<0.0001, error bars S.D). F, C57BL/6J mice 

were mock irradiated or cranially irradiated with 10 Gy of X-rays (6 mice per cohort). After 

5 days, mice were treated with either vehicle or ABT-263 (50 mg/kg) daily for 25 days. 

At 30 days post-IR, mice were intra-cranially implanted with 2,500 GL261 cells expressing 

firefly luciferase. Tumor growth was monitored by BLI imaging over a 30-day period. 

Plot represents average signal intensity (photons per second) for each cohort versus time 

post-injection. (P=0.0074, error bars S.E.M). Note marked delay in tumor growth (green 
line) in mouse brains pre-treated with ABT-263. G, Kaplan-Meier curves show survival of 

pre-irradiated mice, treated with vehicle or ABT-263, implanted with GL261 cells and then 

monitored over a 60-day period. (n=6 per cohort, P=0.0005). H, H&E-stained sections of 

GL261 tumors in pre-irradiated mouse brains treated with vehicle or ABT-263 prior to tumor 

cell implantation. Note: tumors in ABT-263-treated mice are highly necrotic with undefined 

borders. Scale bar =100 μM. I, Representative TUNEL images of GL261 tumors in vehicle 

or ABT-263 treated irradiated mouse brains. Scale bar=100 μm. J, Plot shows number of 

TUNEL-positive cells per 40X microscopic field in GL261 tumors in vehicle or ABT-263 

treated mice (n=3 for each cohort, P=0.0184, error bars S.D).
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